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THE BIVALENCE OF COPTIC ETA AND RELATED PROBLEMS
IN THE VOCALIZATION OF EGYPTIAN
THOMAS 0. LAMBDIN

enlightening details provided by the
HE recovery of the vocalization of study of the syllabic orthography. The
T
the Egyptian language is dependent fourth and least appreciated auxiliary to
upon four main bodies of evidence. the solution of the problem is the relationThe first and most direct is Coptic; the ship of Egyptian to the Semitic languages
second consists of the equally important and to the neighboring languages of North
transcriptions of Egyptian words in Africa. Since this relationship has never
Assyro-Babylonian cuneiform writings of been openly disputed, it must be allowed to
the first millennium and a half B.C. The contribute, at least by way of confirmation,
content of each of these fields is not rigidly to the major premises of the study. While a
delimited; the first is supplemented by the detailed discussion of each of these four
as yet unorganized mass of Egyptian fields and the extent to which they have
names and terms found in the Greek been utilized is beyond the scope of this
papyri of the Ptolemaic and post- paper, a summary of the highlights which
Christian periods' as well as the later have bearing on the problems to be
borrowings and transcriptions in Arabic; treated below will, I believe, be of general
the latter is augmented by the compara- interest and assistance.
The first significant contribution to the
tively few but significant Egyptian loan
words in the Old Testament2 and the study of Egyptian vocalization from the
consonantal writings of Egyptian names Coptic point of view was G. Steindorff's
in Elephantine Aramaic.3 The third, and Koptische Grammatikin 1894. Most of the
more subtly disposed, source of informa- details and principles established in that
tion is Egyptian writing itself; to this work were subsequently corroborated by
category belong, inter alia, the extremely the exacting and brilliant masterpiece of
K. Sethe, Das dgyptische Verbum (Leip1 The bulk of this material is to be found in the
zig, 1899). Both of these attempts to
papyrological lexicon of F. Preisigke, Namenbuch
enthaltend alle . . . gyptischen ... Menschennamen ...
recover the vocalism of Egyptian were
. (Heidelberg,
in griechischen Urkunden Agyptens..
concerned primarily with syllabification
1922); cf. also the innumerable examples cited by H.
Ranke, Agyptische Personennamen (Gliickstadt 1935and word structure; the actual quality of
52).
the vowels in question is represented more
See the writer's article, "Egyptian Loan Words
in the Old Testament," JAOS, LXXIII (1953), 145or less symbolically throughout on the
55, and the references cited there.
basis of Coptic. Indeed, a concrete stateCf. W. Spiegelberg, "Die aigyptischen Perment of the principles involved in the
Ursonnennamen in der kurzlich veroffentlichten
kunden von Elephantine," OLz, XV (1912), 1-11;
various reconstructions seems not to have
"Agyptisches Sprachgut in den aus Agypten stambeen made explicitly until quite recently
menden aramaischen Urkunden der Perserzeit," in
Orientalische Studien Theodore Noldeke (Gieszen,
by W. F. Edgerton in his valuable but
1906), II, 1093-1115; "Zu den agyptischen Persomewhat polemic study on stress, vowel
sonennamen der Urkunden von Elephantine," OLz,
XVI (1913), 346-47. Additional details may be found
quantity, and syllabification in Egyptian.4
in the publications of these texts, especially in E. G.
A. SOURCES OF EVIDENCE

2

Kraeling, The Brooklyn Museum Papyri (New Haven,
1953), and in E. Y. Kutscher, "New Aramaic Texts,"
JAOS, LXXIV (1954), 233-48.

and
4 W. F. Edgerton, "Stress, Vowel Quantity,
Syllable Division in Egyptian," JNES VI, (1947),
1-17.
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With the publication in 1910 by Ranke5
of the first collection of cuneiform material bearing on the vocalization of
Egyptian a new perspective was given to
the study. Most investigations after that
date have been dependent in some way
on the basic results of that inquiry, which
were more or less codified by Sethe in his
major contribution to this field, "Die
Vokalisation des Agyptischen."6 Following this first extensive publication of
cuneiform material, numerous additions
have been made to the corpus of transcriptions by Ranke,7 Albright,s and
Edel.9 The collection of words and names
is from two distinct periods: (1) that of
the Amarna Letters and Bogazk6y texts,
and (2) that from the annalistic writings
and correspondence of the Late Assyrian
and Babylonian periods. The unique importance of this double coverage lies in
the fact that the major vowel shift in the
history of the Egyptian language took
place in the intervening time.
The value of the cuneiform transcriptions rests on the fact that they are contemporary with the language transcribed
and are sometimes the product of Egyptian scribes. Thus, no thesis on Egyptian
vocalization may contradict with impunity the evidence set forth by this
material. This unusual importance has
necessarily subjected the mode of cuneiform writing to criticism and has demanded a precise statement on its
5 H. Ranke, "Keilschriftliches
Abh.
Vokalisation,"

iigyptischen

Material
kon.

preuss.

zur altAkad.

Wissen., Phil.-hist. Klasse, Berlin 1910, Anh., Abh. II.
6 K. Sethe, "Die Vokalisation des Agyptischen,"
ZDMG, LXXVII (1923), 145-207,
7 H.
Ranke, "Keilschriftliches,"
ZAS, LVIII
(1923), 132-38; LXXIII (1937), 90-93; LVI (1920),
69-75; XLVIII (1910), 112.
8 See especially W. F. Albright, "Cuneiform Material for Egyptian
V
JNES,
Prosopography,"
(1946), 7-25, and "The Egyptian Correspondence of
Abimilki, Prince of Tyre, JEA, XXIII
(1937),
190-203.
9 E. Edel, "Neue keilschriftliche Umnschreibungen
Namen
aus den Bogazkoytexten,"
iigyptischer
JNES, VII (1948), 30-43.

dependability and accuracy. Such critiques, generally favorable to the evidence, are to be found in the above
mentioned major work of Ranke and
more recently in the summary article on
New Egyptian vocalization by E. Edel.1l
A more implicit but none-the-less valuable discussion of their worth is to be
found in the meticulous work of Sturm1l
on vocalic reduction in New Egyptian,
where the information yielded by the
cuneiform writings is minutely scrutinized
and exploited with exacting perspicacity.
W. Worrell, on the contrary, in his now
standard study on Coptic phonology,12
tends to minimize this evidence in certain
particulars, often to an exaggerated degree. Subsequent writings by the same
author, however, would indicate that he
has altered his opinion to some extent, as
we shall see below. Considering the relative scarceness of evidence on any one
particular phase of New and Late Egyptian vocalization, the present writer is of
the opinion that, aside from the wellknown limitations of cuneiform syllabic
writing in regard to vocalic length and
quality, the material presented by these
transcriptions must be taken at its face
value until later work imposes by its refinement a greater degree of discretion in
interpretation; inconsistency itself is often
a valuable clue to the underlying situation.
The extent to which the writer has
made use of the final two categories of
evidence will become clear in the course of
the present study. Discriminate use of the
syllabic orthography as proposed by W. F.
Albright in his book, The Vocalization of
the Egyptian Syllabic Orthography (New
Haven, 1934), has proved of immense
0 E. Edel, "Zur Vokalisation des Neuagypttischen," MIO, II (1954), 30-34.
in der
l J. Sturm, "Zur Vokalverflichtigung
agyptischen Sprache des Neuen Reiches," WZKM,
XLI (1934), 43-68, 161-79.
12 W. Worrell, Coptic Sounds (Ann Arbor, 1934).
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value in the problems of Egyptian
vocalism, as is clearly demonstrated in
the introductory section of that work, as
well as in the additional material published by Edel.'3 For the present we refer
the reader to Dr. Albright and the writer's
forthcoming article dealing with new material for the orthography and critical remarks on the system itself. A precise
statement on the value of EgyptoSemitic relationships to the study of the
vocalization of Egyptian is impossible at
the present time, since no detailed study
has appeared along that line. Nevertheless, general outlines of comparison are
presented by Albright14 in his brief
article on the phonology of Egyptian and
to a less satisfactory extent by Thacker15
in his recent work on the verbal systems of
Egyptian and Semitic. Most important
for the present work, however, are the
miscellaneous details suggested by Werner Vycichl in his numerous articles in
the field of Hamito-Semitic studies; these
shall be mentioned individually as utilized
in the following discussion.
B. COPTICEta AND NEW EGYPTIANU7

In 1923 Albright16came to the conclusion that on the basis of the cuneiform
material from Amarna and Bogazk6y Coptic eta (hdda) in certain clear and uncontended instances is a reflection of the long
vowel i in New Egyptian. In that same
year Ranke17noted with caution two examples of the same correspondence but
made no specific statement on the matter.
The material was assembled and brought
to a sharper focus with added examples by
13E. Edel, "Neues Material zur Beurteilung des
syllabischen Orthographie," JNES, VIII (1950), 4447.
14 W. F. Albright,
"The Principles of Egyptian
Phonological Development," Rec. Trav., XL (1923),
64-70.
15 T.

W.

Semitic

Thacker,

and

Systems (Oxford, 1954).
16

Rec. Trav., XL

17

ZAS, LVIII (1923), 132-38.

(1923),

64-70.

Egyptian

Verbal
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Albright in VESO, but surprisingly
enough such an able scholar as W. Worrell
stated in his Coptic Sounds published in
the same year (1934): "The evidence is
derived from transcriptions into cuneiform, few in number, and doubtful, because cuneiform is a bad system into
which to transcribe anything, and its
vowels are by no means certainly known."
The turning point of general opinion was
reached, however, in 1936 on the basis of
information from an unexpected quarter
when the preliminary reports on the Old
Coptic Tradition were published by Worrell and Vycichl (separately and jointly) ;8
this information confirms without doubt
the existence of two separate phonemes in
Coptic represented by the single sign eta
in many instances. The possible phonetic
interpretations of this "graphemic" bivalence are discussed in the above mentioned works and are not our concern at
the present time.
A complete restudy of the transcriptions and lists provided in the publication
of the traditional material has been of
great help in establishing its value in detail. The original lists were extremely effective in that the entire groups of words
earlier specified by Albright, on the basis
of the cuneiform transcriptions and the
syllabic orthography, to have contained
an original u in New Egyptian turned up
in the transcriptions from Zeniya with
(written) eta pronounced as a. This consistency is too remarkable to be chance.
One important point I want to stress,
however, is that the material covered by
these transcriptions is not absolutely dependable for determining the original
vocalic status of individual eta's, nor can
it be used without caution in deciding
18 W; Vycichl,
ein Dorf mit koptischen
"Pi-Solsel,
des Instituts
Uberlieferungen,"
Mitteilungen
fur
VI (1936),
W.
dgyptische
Altertumskunde,
169-74;

Worrell and W. Vycichl, "Popular Traditions of the
Coptic Language," in Worrell, Coptic Texts (Ann
Arbor, 1942), 297-354.
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the vocalism of classes of verbal forms or
the like.
For example, Worrell states19 that
qualitatives of biconsonantal verbs invariably have eta pronounced as a; he
cites bdl, kd, man, and mar. The texts belie
his optimism. Out of eight occurrences of
KH, not once is it transcribed as kd; MHp
occurs twice as mTr, not mar (Worrell
states explicitly that the qualitative
MHp of Moyp may be contrasted with
the adverb MHp, mir "beyond"; this is
apparently not so); gBH, occurs once as
wTl. Assuming even that his statements
are based on extra material not published,
we are nevertheless forced to discard the
assurance that these qualitatives are uniformly vocalized with a. Further examples of amazing variability are found
in the instance of MHt), "crowd, throng,"
probably a descendant of Egyptian mgs,
known from cuneiform sources to have
contained an i in New Egyptian;20 of nine
occurrences in the transcriptions two are
mis, two are mds, and the remaining five
show intermediate stages (from uncertainty?) such as e and ce. Thus, the value
of the Zeniya material is more limited
than originally stated but none the less
significant. In the face of all ambiguities
and inconsistencies stands the fact that
the tradition retains a double value for
eta and points unequivocably to the conclusion that the value a is a general but
not a particular indication of eta from an
original u.
C. COPTICEta AND NEW EGYPTIANe

What bearing does this material have
on the e of New Egyptian? The existence
of e, as contrasted with !, in the cuneiform
transcriptions of the second millennium
as well as in those of the first has been
known since the first extensive publica19 W. Worrell,
20

E. Edel,

Texts, pp. 314 ff.
II (1954), 30-33.

MIO,

tion of the material by Ranke, as noted
above. A natural and logical conclusion
would be that original Egyptian e is the
phomene which, in contrast to i, has produced the bivalent state of Coptic
spelling as just described. Such an assertion is made by E. Edel in his recent summary of the material.21 This article contains a brief but excellent resume of the
known facts on the vocalism of New
Egyptian and devotes special attention to
the demonstration of the existence of e in
the transcriptions and the reliability of
the evidence. He shows clearly that the
contrast underlying that of Coptic eta and
iota is maintained in the cuneiform
transcriptions of the seventh century
B.C. and that

in those of the Amarna

Period we find a further breaking of the
phoneme represented by eta into long a
and long e. The system of long vowels he
proposes is appealing in its simplicity and
is perhaps adequate for New Egyptian:
New Egyptian a
Coptic o/u
1

Z

u/e

e~(i.e. eta)

As he willingly concedes, however, such a
scheme gets us no closer to the original
nature of this long e in New Egyptian.
One may readily ask why this particular vowel is singled out for study. Can it
not be regarded as a feature of ProtoEgyptian? On the basis of Egyptian alone
we would be forced to answer this question affirmatively, but in doing so we
would also preclude the possibility of reconstructing the stages whereby the
vocalism of Egyptian is related to that of
Semitic. As pointed out above, this relationship is uncontestable. One of the
basic objects of this study, therefore, is to
demonstrate that this impasse does not
exist and that a unilinear development of
the vocalic structure of Egyptian from
21 Op.

cit. in n. 10.
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that basically accepted for Proto-Semitic
is not only possible, but feasible in the
light of available evidence. We shall proceed from a study of Proto-Coptic syllabification and stress, with concomitant
postulates on prior and subsequent phases,
to an analysis of the Coptic material, and
thence to a working hypothesis whereby
we shall attempt to unite all available
evidence which has bearing on our particular problem.
D.

SYLLABIC STRUCTURE AND STRESS
IN PROTO-COPTIC

The Paleo-Coptic phase of Egyptian
has been ably treated by W. Edgerton22in
regard to the relationship between vowel
quantity in Coptic and the corresponding
consonantal patterns in Egyptian. In that
study he has given explicit expression for
the first time to the principles which have
been implicit in the reconstructions of
Sethe, Erman, and others. To avoid confusion I shall retain his designation for
this Egypto-Coptic synthesis, but shall
adopt the term Proto-Coptic to represent
my own reconstructions, necessarily a
phase subsequent23to Paleo-Coptic, which
are derived from the evidence of the
Coptic dialects alone. Naturally, recourse
to Egyptian has been necessary through22W. F. Edgerton, JNES, VI (1947), 1-17.
23 I use the word "subsequent" in a relative sense
only, since I object to Edgerton's assigning PaleoCoptic to any specific period of the history of the
Egyptian language. As I have stated, the PaleoCoptic forms represent a synthetic relationship between the Coptic and the Egyptian writings of a word,
and we are not in a position to determine their reality
as speech forms of a given period, much less to demonstrate the simultaneity of changes which would be required if this were true. Such a position has forced him
to reject a great deal of important material from the
New Kingdom as representative of a divergent
dialectal nature outside the main line of development
from Paleo-Coptic to Coptic. The present writer is
aware of no vocalic evidence from the period of the
New Kingdom which offers any difficulty whatsoever
to the interpretation of that material as a logical reflection of a language tending toward our ProtoCoptic quite in accordance with the hypothetical
structure imposed by Edgerton's Paleo-Coptic relationships.
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out, but in general the forms labelled as
PC (Proto-Coptic) are immediately obtainable from the attested Coptic forms.
I accept the basic tenets of Edgerton as
valid expression of the relationship between Coptic and Egyptian forms and
restate them here for reference:
I. Everysimplewordin Paleo-Copticwhich
carrieda main stress ended in one of the followingphoneticpatterns:
A. -v'C
B. -v'CvC
C. -v'CCvC
II. In general Sahidic descendants of
Paleo-Copticmain-stressedwordsstill bearthe
mainstress (if at all) in the samepositionas in
Paleo-Coptic. In general, Sahidic mainstressed words descendedfrom Paleo-Coptic
words of pattern (A) or (C) have short
stressed vowels, while those descendedfrom
Paleo-Copticwords of pattern (B) have long
stressedvowels.
Thus, with the possible exception of a
small group of words, the discussion of
which would carry us too far afield,24
Paleo-Coptic stress was either ultimate or
penultimate and related to the structure
of the word. What was the situation before the Paleo-Coptic period? If we set
aside momentarily forms containing
bound morphemes such as the plural and
nisbe suffixes, we may presume that the
most common Semitic types, after the loss
of case endings, would correspond as follows to the above classifications:
To A: CvCvC, CvCCVC
B: CvCC, CvCvC, and CvCvC
C: CvCCvC,
where C may or may not represent a
radix phoneme. Though explicit proof of
24 I refer mainly to the class of archaic
compounds,
one of which, Mn-nfr, we shall have occasion to mention below. Most of the difficulty which Edgerton has
in reconciling these forms to his scheme stems from
the assumptions which have been criticized in the
preceding note.
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these correspondences is of course not CvCvCat> Pal.-Copt. CvCCat and that
possible, I would venture to say that, if CvCvCat> CiCCat > Pal.-Copt. CvCCat
they are not substantially correct, the (with shortening of the first vowel).
(1) Previous recognition of the change
conditioning factors of Proto-Coptic stress
are hardly obtainable from available evi- CvCvCat> CvCvCat> CvCvCat(type B)
dence and Egypto-Semitic studies, with has been founded almost completely on the
the exception of root comparisons, are series of words published by Sethe,26where
virtually impossible. I offer them, there- the Coptic feminine forms NT(pE6,
fore, as axiomatic, in the same way as the 2qW1, e(pa , eMIH, oyei,
are
above-stated principles I and II, since derived from original *natdrat, *hafdaat,
in these statements the key phrase, "still *sidat,
*ma'ijat, and *wacijat, corbear the main stress in the same position responding to the masculine prototypes
as Paleo-Coptic," remains undemonstra- *ndlar, *hdfa'aw, *si3aiaw, *md3ija, and
ble. Their axiomatic validity rests on the *wdcijaw. I object to these reconstrucconsistency of subsequent applications tions for the following reasons:
within the operational framework of com(a) The stress patterns of CvCvCvCare
parative linguistics.
not consistent as given and imply a stress
The corresponding feminine forms are
of word strucmore difficult to reconstruct, since there conditioning independent
ture.
seems to have been a (free?) variation of
(b) The divergent development of
the endings -t and -at in Proto-Semitic,
and ma3ijat is unexplained.
conditioned partly by stem structure. wacijat
The
(c)
plural NTHp would appear
Curiously, however, Egyptian, like
inexplicable from the base natar-.27
Arabic, seems to have favored the ending
(d) The precise consonantal content of
-at in the absolute state, if we are to ac- the feminine forms is still in
dispute.28
cept the evidence of the cuneiform tran(2) The Old Perfective (Coptic Qualiscriptions.25 Tentatively we may assign tative) must correspond, as pointed out
the feminine forms as follows:
long ago by Erman,29to the Semitic stem
26K. Sethe, "Vokalisation," p. 202.
To A: None
27 W. Vycichl, "Gab es eine Pluralendung -w im
B: CvCvCat, CvCCvCat
Agyptischen?" ZDMG, CV (1955), 267-68, suggests
C: CvCCat.
that the word NOyTe
be referred to a prototype
Our first real problem, then, lies in determining the fate of the types CvCvCat
and CvCvCatin Paleo-Coptic. The critical
nature of this choice will become evident
in what follows, so I shall state in full the
reasons for my choice, namely that
25 Note for example the following writings na-amand ub-da, for Eg. *namsa(t),
sa, pa-qa, ra-a4-da,
*rahda(t), and *'ufda(t), as discussed in the
*pa)qa(t),

writer's study, "Egyptian Words in Tell El Amarna
Letter No. 14," Orientalia, XXII (1953), 362-69 (ad
voc.), and the Egyptian prototypes of Hebrew :'pah,
'ahldmdh,

and sittah,

which

I have discussed

in JAOS,

LXXIII (1953), 145 ff., ad voc. There are also the
well-known examples from El Amarna and Bogazkoy
which show clearly the -a ending of the words *'Anhdra(t),

*mu3'a(t),

and

*pida(t).

ndcir. If such a form, with a long ultima, was stressed
on the penultima, it would appear to rule out words
of type A in Paleo-Coptic altogether, which is certainly not the case. I do recognize, however, the
necessity of an i-vowel in the second syllable to
account for the palatization of the original k to c. As
we shall see below, a base nacir, as written below,
would prove more satisfactory from the point of view
both of stress and vocalic quality.
28

For example,

Edel,

Altdgyptische

Grammatik,

p.

105, reconstructs the masculine form as *haf,aw, and
the feminine *haf3dw(t), as the earlier forms of Coptic
2qUcv. As we shall see below, this patterning of
20q,
stress is most reasonable for all words of the type
CvCCvC-. Furthermore, I follow Vycichl's suggestion
that the prototype of the feminines like NTWO> is
entirely independent of the masculine form and should
be referred to a Paleo-Coptic nacdrat; for his defense
see op. cit., pp. 268-69.
29A. Erman, "Eine neue Art der agyptischer
Conjugation," ZAS, XXVII (1889), 80-81.
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CvCvC-. The fact that the third person
(1) Paleo-Coptic sap or sap; pl. sdpu or
singular possessed an ending -vw in sdpi: > PC sap, pl. sap
Paleo-Coptic has occasioned the syncope
(2) Pal.-Copt. nacir, pl. nacirZ: > PC
of the second stem vowel in Paleo-Coptic, nad(r), pl. nater
i.e. CvCvCvwhas become CvCCvw. Edel
(3) Pal.--Copt. wans, pl. wansu: > PC
implicitly follows this change pattern in wands, pl. wans
his recent Altdgyptische Grammatik;30
(4) Pal.-Copt. sndf, p. sndfi: > PC
Semitic parallels are numerous.
snaf, pl. sndf.
(3) It is reasonable to assume that at In
making the above reconstruction I am
least some of the stative adjectives like
anticipating slightly in vocalizing the
nfr, ngm, etc., represent original CvCvC forms of
ncr, which will be discussed beforms.3' The feminine of these would have
low. The essential thing to notice, howbeen CvCvCat, which would have led to
ever, is the uncomplicated way in which
Coptic C(9)CvCe, if we are to follow all of these forms
may be related to word
Sethe. Unfortunately, the scarceness of
structures so similar to Proto-Semitic
true adjectives in Coptic diminishes to
the plural ending we
some extent the significance of the fact patterns. Concerning
note that (1) it was never stressed,
may
that no feminine adjectives of the type
and (2) it never tolerated any other than
C(a)CvCe are attested whose masculine
stress in the word to which
penultimate
counterpart would offer a control of the
it
was
affixed.
This latter fact is illusform.
shift
of stress in disyllabic
trated
the
by
(4) With the exception of the words
like
and
offers a simple
nacir
mentioned under (1) the forms C(d)CvCe bases
in Coptic correspond to masculines of the description of the plurals which have heretofore been attributed to various
type C(d)CvC and not to CiC(a)C.
One of the most important single cate- "broken" types. Note further that in
gories of words for the understanding of monosyllabic words like sap it is imposthe structure of Proto-Coptic is that of the sible to determine the original length of
plural forms which have survived in the vowel, but that in sncf the vowel must
Coptic. Of the extant forms I would note have been long originally, pursuant to
the types represented by the following considerations discussed above.
words:
We may now demonstrate that the
pi. cwar
(1) A. cxn,
majority of unusual plural forms in
(2) S. NOyTe,
pl. NtTHp
Coptic belong basically to these same
A.
(3)
OyWNu), pl. oy^NU)
categories, but that the regular loss of one
A.
or more consonants has produced certain
(4)
cNXq, pl. CNwq
The underlying forms are essentially
simple to reconstruct; I follow Vycichl,32
by the way, in assuming that the plural
ending in Egyptian was originally -u, but
would point out that we may represent it
as -w in Paleo-Coptic if we recognize that
such a writing is schematic only:
30

forms

For example,
op. cit., p. 278, where
*mdsijiw >mdsjww >MOCe.

he posits

the

31 I.e. types qatal-, qatil-, and qatul- in Semitic; cf.
Heb. kdbed, qdton, Acc. damiq, labir, Arab. hasan,
of the type CvCCfarih, etc. To be sure, adjectives
are also common,
but it is reasonable
to suppose that
of the preceding
adjectives
type were not lost in
is the
Paleo-Coptic
altogether.
Especially
cogent
of Semitic
*na*nacim- and Egyptian
comparison
'im >*nagim
cf. F. Calice,
> NOyTM;
Grundlagen
der dgyptisch-semitischen
No. 234;
Wortvergleichungen,
for a similar shift of c to g see Nos. 234, 315. I propose
to treat the environmental
factors effecting this fronting in a separate article in the near future.
32 W.

Vycichl,

op. cit., n. 6.
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changes in the words which more or less
obscure their origins:
a. Roots Secundae 3:
Type 2: B. BWK, pl. CIXIK; bd3ik>
PC bdak; ba3iku > PC b3ek.33
Type 3) LCDM, pl. fOOM; ka3m >
PC kd^m; ka3mu > PC ka3m.
Type 4) TOG), pl. TWV); tv3s >
PC t3as; tv3asvi > PC t3as.
In assigning this word to Type 4 I am
making a choice which should be pointed
out. Two plural writings for this word are
attested, both in Sahidic and Achmimic,
i.e. TP(pU and TOO@. The singular of
the word, however, makes absolutely certain the type as indicated, and the anticipated plural is TW(). Hence, the form
TOOW must be regarded as secondary
and is probably a contamination which
corresponds to the expected plural of
TWI(D "ordinance, destiny."34
b. Roots Tertiae infirmae (w, y, or D):
Study of these words is complicated by
three factors: (1) several of the surviving
words are also secundae 3 with the resultant irregularities in the Coptic forms;
(2) the laxness of Egyptian writings in
respect to the third radical in many of
these roots makes the reconstructions less
certain; (3) there was apparently a double
treatment of final , sometimes regarded
as strong and sometimes as weak. Many
parallels exist in Hebrew and Accadian
for this latter phenomenon. I tentatively
single out the following types:
Type 2) XO1

pl. eCXHy;

PC ga3y; ga3iyu > PC Ogeu.35
pl.
Type 2a) (pHpe,

a3iy>
(Theban)

33 I take the digraph XA of this word to be merely
a variant spelling of the sound represented by H, such
as is found in the plural NTAlp for NTHp; whereas
the reasons for this change in quality (probably a
raising of the vowel) demand more research, I suggest
tentatively that it is due to the secondary closing of
the syllable in Coptic and is of a dialectal nature;
more below.

ppHy;

svriD > PC svrda; svriDu > P
PC

Type 3) The only certain example here
is the adjective 0 with the plural 01,
preserved only in compounds: ca3y > PC
ca3 (note how this word differs from XOI
above); ca3yu > PC cay.

37

Words of main Type 4) above are
quite numerous in Coptic and are more or
less self-explanatory; therefore, no further
comment is needed at the present time.38
34 W. Till, Achmimisch-kopfische Grammatik (Leipzig, 1928), p. 87, takes TOOQO as the normal plural
and classifies the word with d(uM above (as I would
do TWO)); he offers no explanation of the vocalization
of the singular, however, which would, I believe, show
that he felt some doubt about the word.

35Certainly of the same type is CON, CNHy,
whether primarily or secondarily; also the doubtful
but the
plural form of 2OI, "a field," GIey(e),
different diphthong indicates a base *qatal-, not
*qatil-. Cf. further ?.XM, 2HHy from *himiuw-and
tpey (AA2) from *hariw-, or the like. I
2ooy,
should like to point out to the reader that the reconstructed form PC ga3y presupposes a different
development in words terminating in -4iiy and in -v3
in Paleo-Coptic. The former is represented here by
Pal. Copt. - 4iy > PC -i3y, while the latter is considered
in some detail below. At the present time I see no
resolution of this difficulty, which is certainly not
critical as presented here.
36If this plural is not a secondary formation, we
have an example of retained long enough in the singular for the development of a secondary vowel and the
opening of the first syllable, but lost quite early in the
plural to allow the falling together of the base vowel
and the vowel of the plural affix before the latter was
lost.
37 It is perfectly possible that in many words such
combinations as -3y became assimilated to -yy- and
were simplified in PC, but this is not essential to the
reconstructions.
3s The problem of vowel doubling in Coptic, particularly in Sahidic, but frequently also in the other
dialects, has been avoided in the above presentation
as much as possible. This phenomenon is sorely in
need of detailed study, since existing explanations are
little more than categorizations which do not entirely
clear the picture. Closely allied, I believe, is the problem of secondary shortening in Coptic before final e,
as in the qualitative Me(s, and before the end of a
word (i.e. before juncture). We certainly cannot separate this shortening before 2 from the unusual plural
forms with Ay, like CNXY2?, MK^YI2
CXY,
XCNAY2, ,-O.,Yz (B), and others. This vowel in turn
is difficult to disassociate from the infinitive N,y:
NO:
-, which is so difficult to derive from
Ney:
the attested NE nawa that Edel, for example, has
rejected their being directly related (JNES, VII
[1948], 16).
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Turning our attention to the nisbe
forms whose plurals are extant in Coptic,
we see immediately that they fall into
two principle classes:
(1) Those words in which the nisbe
suffix was not accented, and (2) those in
which it bore the main stress of the word.
It follows from our above considerations
that words of the first type must have
had a short vowel in the nisbe suffix after
the early loss of case endings. Without
entering now into a discussion of the
vocalic quality involved, we may represent this type formally as:
>
Sing. kvs'avy > PC k3ase6v(>
);
PC
>
>
k3asy e6dOO)
plural kv'3asy
Note that in the plural the stress does
not become penultimate, i.e. kv'dasyua,as
would be indicated by what was said
above; for that reason I have reconstructed the Paleo-Coptic form with the
vowel of the nisbe syncopated. Since all
nouns of the pattern CvCvCwould have
fallen into Type 2) above, it is impossible
to state categorically whether their plurals
'would also have followed that pattern or
would have been formed like those of the
Type 3). In view of the development of
the nisbes, it seems more likely that the
latter alternative is the one chosen and
that the stress remained on the long vowel
of the base rather than moving to the
penultimate. We may hypothetically
note a type,
Type (2, 3): Pal.-Copt. CvCvC, pl.
CvCCu > PC CvC(a)C, pl. CvCC, where
the singular would coincide with that of
Type 2) and the plural with that of
Type 3). Note the further examples:
Daqddvy, "builder," pl. Daqddyu > PC
sammdavy> PC
3aqady > eKOTe;
samma' > S. a)MMO, B. 9tM)D etc., pl.
sammadvyu> Pal.-Copt. samma3yu > PC
samma3y > S. (!MMOI (exactly as in
0: 01 above.) For additional examples

and comment see below, where vocalic
quality is discussed.
The second type of nisbe formation was
that in which the suffix itself bore the
main stress of the word; examples include
etc. If we
CAXB, MNTpe,
BTK6,
consider for a moment the endings
treated thus far and arrange them in accordance with their effect on the accent
of the word, we obtain the following:
a) -vC: no effect on the stress of the
word. This includes the feminine ending
-at and the first class nisbe above, -vy.
b) -v: the plural ending of masculine
nouns, -u, which though not accented
attracts the word accent to the penultimate, with the exception of those cases in
which the antepenultimate consists of a
long open syllable.
c) -vC: the words of this type belong
automatically to our pattern A defined
above. It follows that our second type
nisbe, which carried the main stress of the
word, must belong to this class and must
therefore have consisted of a long vowel
plus the consonant of the nisbe suffix,
either D or y, i.e. -vy/~.
E. VOCALIC QUALITY

In order to discover the qualitative nature of the vocalism of Egyptian a more
precise definition of the contrasts provided
by Coptic itself is necessary. To simplify
the designation of a vowel I shall inclose
in square brakets its representation in the
four major dialects in the usual order;
Sahidic, Bohairic, Achmimic, and Fayumic. A superscript c or o will indicate
that the vowel in question occurs in either
an open or a closed syllable in Coptic, as
the case may be.
From the contrasts provided by
(1) MACTq:

MkCTrq:

Mxcreq

(MeCTrq):

nTcTcq

(nacrTq)
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(2) MICe: MICI: MICE: MICI
(3) NXK: NAK: NCK: NHK
2p.xK: ?p&K: 2peK:
-2pHK
NHOTN: NHTNC:
NHTN:
(4)
NHTCN

of i6Pe,
and 3 in the case of t), the
underlying pattern [X: X: 6: 6] is
clear. Note the similar class of words represented by KAICC: KXICI: KeCCC:
KHICI
A third vowel is present in the contrasts

2PHTN: ZppVTeN:
2PHTNe :-2rHTeN

(6) MHT:

eBIHN:

we obtain two vowels which may be indicated as

I. [X:x:X/e:

On the basis of Coptic orthography alone
we are not entirely justified in making a
distinction between the closed varieties of
these two vowels, since a perusal of the
pronominal forms of the infinitives of
verbs tertiae infirmae shows that so far as
the orthography is concerned these two
vowels may have been identical, though a
case for distinction might be made from
the fact that IICdoes not appear as x in
A and F with anywhere near the frequency as Ic appears as 6 in those
dialects. Be that as it may, we are certainly justified on the basis of their open
counterparts to recognize a divergent
origin in Egyptian for the two vowels.
Further substantiation of their identity
in a closed syllable is found in
T:
(5) A&-: M:61 eET:
e(T)=
TH (:Te(T)::
TiIl:
TX:
Tei(T)
where, regardless of the extra difficulty occasioned by the loss of the quiescent
second consonant (i.e. 3 from r in the case
39S. Smith and S. Gadd, "A Cuneiform Vocabulary of Egyptian Words," JEA, XI (1925), 236;
W. F. Albright, "The New Cuneiform Vocabulary of
Egyptian Words," JEA, XII (1926), 189.
40Cf. the writer, JAOS, LXXIII (1953), 145-46.

MHT:-

eB IHN: e BIHN:

eBlHN

(7) tMX: teMX:
2MX:
t6MIX (2HMCX)
M6pe: Mepei:
:-MepH

/e]: [1:1:1:1]?,

from exx. (1) and (2), and
II. [,: X: C:H]C : [H:U: H:H]?,
from exx. (3) and (4).

MHT:

Here, however, we are in the fortunate
position of knowing the Egyptian original.
A cuneiform transcription mu-tu from an
el-Amarna fragment published by Smith
and Gadd39 and the Hebrew borrowing
prove beyond a doubt that H i
Debyon40
these words comes from an original a;
examples of this now well-known relationship between Coptic eta and New Eg.
u are comparatively numerous. If we
examine several other examples
(6a) THHB: THB: lteBe:
TCe;C41

2PHpc : 2punpl: ZpHpl:
2XHIX142
2INHM: ZINIM:

1INHB: 1INHB43
Tplp: Tpip: Tplp: TplX44
: C\IT45
CpIT: CpIT: 41 Cf. W. F. Albright,

Rec.

Trav.,

XL

(1923),

68;

von Calice, ZAS, LXIII (1928), 142.
42 Cf. W. F. Albright, VESO, X, C, 14; syllabically
(Dyn.
43

XX):
VESO,

ha-ru-ru.
p.

18;

cf.

Spiegelberg,

KH,

ad vocem.

This word contains the Semitic loan *naum-, *n6mborrowed as nufm >nem.
44 VESO, X, C, 18 and IX, D, 3.
45

bright

VESO,
notes,

X, C, 17; sa-ru-ti-(ya),
ibid., p. 18, Peyron,

Dyn. 19. As AlLexicon Copticum,

ad. voc., lists a form CpHT, which would be preferable
to the above, but Crum does not list this form as
attested.
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we see that to be strictly impartial to the
evidence we must represent the vowel in
question as [H(l): H(l): H(l): H(l)].
We must assume that in all these examples the closing of the syllable containing the accented vowel was subsequent to
the shortening of such vowels or that in
the case of loan words in Egyptian they
were borrowed after such a change had
ceased to be operative. The fact that I
occurs instead of H in the neighborhood of
r is perhaps significant, but the ubiquitous H of 2ppHpe discourages hasty conclusions.46
The closed variety of the vowel is
shown by (7); unfortunately both of these
examples are complicated by the nature
of the medial consonant,47 but in the
case of "eper2
which by the way,
seems from the Achmimic form to have
had ultimate stress, we have the further
possibility that the vowel in question is
secondarily shortened before , as is the
case with
(7a) M62: Me2: MH2: M2 48
The evidence of native Egyptian words,
however, removes any doubt as to the
existence of a third vowel distinct from I
and II:
46 Compare,
for
the
unusual
form
example,
where
we
should
expect
KpOyp,
*KpWVp; cf.
VESO, X, A, 20, and Ranke, op. cit., p. 31. It would
from Tplp,
and Kpoyp
appear
that in a
CpIT,
closed syllable
stressed
H sometimes
secondarily
beI and w> oy
came
before or after
p. Compare
further
The vowel
has
cIOyp,
2BOyp.
Kcoyp,
been raised in both cases.
47 Other phonetic
are present in the
complications
Me:
MHI: Mli:
example,
where
an
Mel,
MHI,
*mui'at
has developed
original
in the
differently
various dialects because of unequal
of the
treatment
sounds 3 and c. WqNe: (pNH:
is like(pN
(p)N:
wise difficult
in that it brings up the treatment
of
final accented
which are not uniform in the
vowels,
of their original environment.
dialects, regardless
48
Albright,
op. cit., p. 18, cites xeCMlne2:
xelM
as an example
XM"FHI:
of the
JXIMT"e
+e2:
f >e >e (with shortening
due to the closed
change
this is supported
syllable);
form
by the Hebrew
tappia h.

III. [e: C: C(H);: (H)]C:
[H: H: H: H]?.
Note in particular
(8) (uHpe : (pi:

Weepe:

(pHpe:

(epI:

(eepe::
(HH-XI
(9) BHA: BH :RBH,: BHX
6CT:

6eCT:
dHHT

--:

C6T:

-:

HHT

CeT:

We are led immediately to the conclusion
that the qualitatives, and hence the
Egyptian Old Perfective, of biliteral
verbs were originally vocalized with u.
This is neatly corroborated by the fact
that the Old Perfective of mn, "to be enduring," is already known to have contained an u in Old Egyptian because its
vocalization is preserved in the name
Memphis, originally *Mun-nafir, an archaic compound with stress on the first
syllable.49We may also confidently vocalize the words for "son" and "daughter"
as Pal.-Copt. surD(<surir, see above) >
PC saurdaand Pal.-Copt. surDat(<suriPat)
> PC sur:a respectively.
The question of origins cannot be resumed without noting the diphthongal
combinations of the vowels under study,
especially those occurring in final position.
Certain dialectal peculiarities may be
49 The vocalization
may be obtained by comparing
Heb. Mop (and the dissimilated
form Nop), Hosea
9:6; Isa. 19:13; Jer. 2:16; 44:1; 46:14,
19; Ezech.
16. The Assyrian
form Mempe reflects
30:13,
the
vocalization
after the change of u to e. In view of the
different
of
this
many
interpretations
place name,
we must admit that the form mun may not
however,

be the old perfective, but rather a participle; it is
interesting to note in this connection the forms min
and rih, which are attested in cuneiform of the New
MnKingdom in the names Mi-in-pa-ah-ta-ri-a,
phty-Rc, "Rec is enduring of power," and Pa-ri-ih-naa-wa, P3-rh-nw, "The One who Knows how to See."
If these are taken as active participles, with Edel
(JNES, VII [19481, No. 9), mun in the above word is
more probably the old perfective, as stated.
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noted by the contrasts provided by the
Coptic descendants of original a in analogical environments:

(10) epOI: epOI: XlpX: cXXI
Spooy:

speuoy:

XpXy:

We see here that Sahidic and Bohairic
agree in the first person with 01, but that
a divergent development has occurred in
the third person form. This same pattern
may be found in the endings of such verbs
as T,1MO= etc. The diphthong WlI is
found in B only with the first person suffix
of nouns like X(V=, pw:, and C(w=,
where the long vowel cD is a result of the
lengthening of the base vowel in an open
syllable, and the diphthong a result of the
quiescence of the final consonant of the
stem. Conversely, the same may be said
of the diphthong (Oy in Sahidic. Precisely the same variation is found in the
case of the plural endings of nouns, both
masculine and feminine, and we may
safely state that the final diphthong
[01: 01: A&: X&]represents an original
-a'/y

(the vowel must be long to account

for the stress of the word), where the
D/y of the suffix may or may not have been
followed by a vowel at an early period, but
that [Wi: WI: WI(: 1DI] refers to an
(Oy:
original -&ai. Similarly, [ooy:
Xy: xy] goes back to an original -aw
in Proto-Coptic and to -a/w(u) or
-a'/w(u) in Paleo-Coptic, while [woy:
(DOY:

CUOy: (OY:]

refers to

PC

--dw< Pal.-Copt. -adu. It is important to
note that PC contains both -aw and -aw
and that the difference between them is a
result of a differencein treatment of ' and w
on the one hand and 3 on the other. It is
very likely that the suffix of the third person plural was for all practical purposes
identical with the suffix of the masculine
plural, but that it was preserved post-

EASTERN
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consonantally by force of paradigmatic
analogy, whereas the plural ending, having no such analogy, was lost.
When we turn to the diphthongs involving eta and related vowels, we should
not be surprised to find a similar complication, but before doing so it is necessary to
examine briefly the endings of the feminine plural, since they present a type of
diphthongal combination which is cogent
to our study:
(11) 2BCWC: gllBCU:
KBcwu/oy:CB(D: CB(D:
CBOy: CBU

(12) a2coOye:

-

:

A2 2BCXYC

CBOOye: CBWOyI:
cKoyeie:
cBAOYI
These forms, which are typical of a comparatively large subclass of feminine
plurals which have survived in Coptic,
offer several difficulties. First, there is the
problem of the affix to the root: in the case
of 2BCCV we have only New Egyptian
and later attestations with both spellings
hbsyt and hbswt; with CBW, which we
can trace from the Middle Kingdom, we
find sb'.t, sb.wt,,and sb3.yt.50I am inclined to agree with Steindorff and Edel in
recognizing the spellings with w as more
original for this class of nouns. In the
instance of CBU), however, it is equally
possible that the original form was
s"bdaat,and that both w and y in the
spellings are secondary representations of
the glide which developed after the
quiescence of the 3; on the basis of such
50Cf. also
Mppv, "harbor," attested as mry.t from
MK on; eTniW, found as both 'tp.yt. and Htp.wtfrom
the New Kingdom; and eMoy,
"cat," whose masculine form m'w and two feminine forms m't and myt
date also from the MK. We are justified by their
uniformity in positing a Paleo-Coptic *md'wat, pl.
*m'awwat

etc.
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forms as CAKO etc., I should have
anticipated a Coptic CBgW from an
original *s'b3dwat.Nevertheless, the development of the plural is clear in both
cases; the plural ending itself must he reconstructed as -wat, and this affixed to the
base .hbsdw- occasioned the closing of the
accented syllable and the shortening of
the tonic vowel: .hbsdwwa(t), from which
the Coptic form follows immediately. We
see from the forms listed above that S, A,
and F have retained the original short
vowel of Proto-Coptic, while Bohairic, in
its typical treatment of diphthongs as
noted above, writes the combination with
WU,presumably a long vowel.
Consider, then, the following:

The plural of BCKe is not the same,
however, but we can find a perfect parallel
to it in

(13) BKeK: KBXC: B?Ke:
BRXH

ii. [e: e: e: H]: [eoye/Hye:
HOyl: noye:
Hoyl]

MNTpe: Me--pe:
MNTpe:
MeTpH
CXBE: C,BK : CXkBe:
(14) BeKe(e)ye/BeKHye:
BexHOyl:
BKKHOYe:

Kexxye
MNTpeCy:
CABgee:

MC&-PCy:
CBecOy:

cxBe(e6)Y(e):

cxsHY

Apparently the Sahidic writings with
double e are only an orthographic
peculiarity in imitation of the writing of
the diphthong ooy.
In spite of the
slight differences otherwise shown in the
spellings, we may readily single out the
vowel of the singular as

i. [e: e: 6: n]
and that of the plural as
ii. [ecy:
Cy: Cy(Oe):

ny]

61K. Sethe, "Untersuchungen uber die agyptischen
Zahlworter," ZAS, XLVII (1910), 31.

(15) 2pe:

6pe: ~pe: 2pH

tPHOYI
zpioy'

In the case of (15) Sethe51 has already
pointed out that the word is a survivor of
the feminine (neuter) nisbe of the preposition hr. We are forced, therefore, to
recognize two distinct final elements,
which provide the following diphthongal
contrasts:

i. [e: e: C: -]: [eey:

ey:

ey: Hy]

where i is common properly to the masculine forms and ii to the feminine. To these
we may compare
(16) ZpxI: 0pHI: ?pHl: 2XHI
("lower part"),
which Sethe (loc. cit.) regards as the
masculine counterpart of ?2pe above. We
must consequently posit a third diphthongal ending
iii. [X1: HI: HI: HI]
for which the pluralization is lacking. The
nearly homonymous 2PAi, "upper part,"
shows the same pattern; it is interesting to
note, moreover, that a variant form
-- exists for this
2p6: 2Pe: 2P p:
word and that both 2P1i and 2Pe are
treated as masculine. Since 2pe,
"nourishment," is also sometimes treated
in Coptic as a masculine word, we are given
some leeway in considering the Egyptian
original of the forms. If we add to our list
the diphthongal forms of (3) and (4), we
are immediately impressed by the fact
that the two vowels here,
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Hi] and

HI: el:

v. [&y: Xy/tDoy:

Cy: Hy]

are slightly different from the diphthongal
elements already isolated. Curiously
enough, vowel iv is found precisely intact
in the words
(17) CACIN: CHINI: CCCINe:
CHINI
M&IXN:

MH1NI:

M16CCiNC: IlHIN
Thus, we cannot merely dismiss the discrepancies between iii and iv as due to
analogy; we must retain them, for the
present at least, as meaningful differences.
Before attempting to determine precisely
how many different vowels must be involved here, it is important to note the
second person feminine forms
(18) Ne

N: : eN:

Ne

(19) pMeIH: epMH: pMIcl:
XAMIH 52

epMWOyI:

pMMICey:

ACMI^YCl

a feminine word, which provides the
singular-plural contrast

vi. [n: H: e: ]:
WOyl:

Cye:

: [ooye:
Xyel]

Let us consider the underlying structure in several of the above forms. Vowel
II is present in (3), (4), (iv), (v), and (18),
since all of these are forms of the same
62 And

identically

the feminine nisbes CAxB
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word. What are the conditioning factors
of the change? Arguing from the analogy
of (10), we see that iv is a result of the
addition of 3 to a vowel, originally long at
least, in the case of 2,pxl. Vowel v is due
to the addition of the third person plural
suffix, the precise nature of which is indeterminate. (18) is a result of the loss of
final t < c; this situation is exactly analogous to that of words with final 3, like
CO and TO. There is no need to posit the
change of t to 3 since both environments
may be equated to a Proto-Coptic form
containing a final accented vowel, which
was regularly short or shortened before
juncture. Hence, schematically:
II closed = [V: X: C: H] = -C
II open = [H: (V: H: H] =-VCC
II + = [&: H: C: H]I =-v'l or

-v + ?+Cvw (ex. 17)

II +w = [x: A/W: C: H]y = -vw

but we must keep in mind that the shortening of this vowel is a Coptic phenomenon and may reflect an earlier long vowel,
should the occasion demand one; this is
indicated by such forms as XPO in
Achmimic, where the final 0 can be accounted for only as a secondary shortening before juncture of WU.And finally

pMelooye:

EASTERN

etc.

II +|

= [e:

:

: : e] =-Vl

A summary of the nisbe forms offers
the additional complication of being incomplete with any given word. If we take
CABC as a typical example of Nisbe A,
we may equate Proto-Egyptian
-vy = [e: C: C: H]

-vyu= [eey:

eoy:

ey(e):

Hy]

-vyat = [H: H: H: H]
We may tentatively supply the feminine
plural forms by noting that the plural
forms of KCKC are feminine, and unless
the forms of the singular are also feminine,
which seems unlikely, must represent the
plural of Nisbe A:
-vywat = [C(e)Ye/Hye:
HOyl:

HOyC: axy

]53

53An alternative
solution would be to take
BeKe as feminine of type B, but this offers conflict
with known plurals as given below. One is tempted to
introduce pMilH as a type identical to A feminines,
but the deviation in Achmimic cannot be ignored.
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Similarly, examples (15) and (16) show
an entirely distinct series of endings which
we may designate as Nisbe B:
-vy = [Al: HI: Hl: Hl]
-_yat= [e: 6: C: H]
HOyl: HOye:
-4ywat = [HOyc:
HOyl]

The missing forms of the masculine plural
may be supplied from those of prHy,
since this word, not belonging to A, must
belong to B.
-vyu = [Ny:

HOy:

HY: HOy]

Perhaps the simplest way to bring
order into the confusion of forms cited
above is to determine the minimal vocalic
system of Proto-Coptic needed to account
for that of Coptic itself. From the contrasting elements designated as I, II, and
III above, we may provisionally suggest
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short vowel in an open or newly opened
syllable and the shortening of a long vowel
which finds itself in a newly closed syllable are already acknowledged processes
in Egyptian and are not new conjectures.54 Thus, for example, an original
misat > misa > MICe, while misatvf >
mistvf > milstvf; and for i2, an original
nika > nik > ni2k > NXK and nicvn >
> NHTIN. Thus the asni2tvn > n%2tvn
sumption of a qualitative change caused
by syllabic structure and change provides
a ready answer to the problem of el and e2
in PC. As stated above, in the second
paragraph of this section, one cannot
press for a distinction between the short
vowels el and e2 in PC, but I have represented them thus on the basis of their
open counterparts.
F. SUMMARY

The present state of Egypto-Semitic
I = ei:z, II = e2:e2,and III = e3:e3, which
studies renders any final decision on the
with a:o, give eight vowels sufficing for
precise form of Proto-Egyptian or of
uncomplicated environments. Also pro- Proto-Egypto-Semitic
impossible. In advisionally, we may associate these with dition to the
complications already
their Egyptian counterparts: el = ii, e2 =
out
in
the
above exposition, we
pointed
=T 1, e2 = T2, e3 = ?i, a = a,
12, e3 = U,
are
confronted
with
the near certainty
O = a. If a distinction of an environmenthat
such
factors
as
paradigmatic
analogy
tal nature could be made between ii and
and
mutual
contamination
have
affected
i2, we could successfully demonstrate that
if
not
of
the
words
discussed
many,
the three-vowelled system of Proto- some,
Semitic is compatible with that of above. Nevertheless, certain definite posEgyptian and thus add fresh working sibilities emerge from the preceding paraknowledge to this field of comparative graphs which will perhaps be of use in
linguistics. Reverting to our Paleo-Coptic future work in this area of study. The asstructural set-up, we may indeed point sumption, for example, of a three vowel
out a very plausible case for a divergent system in Proto-Egyptian, and thence in
development of i1 and i2 (and their long Proto-Egypto-Semitic, appears quite in
varieties) from some originally single set keeping with the now known or conof sounds. We may assume, for example, jectured details of vocalization. In order
that il represents an original long z which to formulate more clearly the sequence of
in a closed syllable was shortened to ii, the more important changes which took
while i2 represents an original short i place in the phonological structure of
which was sometimes lengthened to i2 in Egyptian to produce the relatively more
an opened syllable. The lengthening of a
54 Cf. K. Sethe, "Vokalisation,"
passim.
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complex vocalic system of Coptic, I offer an open syllable, so that when change g)
the following tentative outline:
became operative el,2 was lengthened not
a) Before Egyptian proper, we must to z but to a new vowel 61,2. The dotted
assume the loss of short final unaccented line refers to the orthographic confusion
vowels, including the case endings, since in Coptic and the bivalence of H cited at
there is no evidence whatever for their the beginning of this paper.
existence in even the earliest period of the
The problem of final vocalic clusters in
language.
Coptic is more complicated. For those
b) Simplification of nominal plurals to clusters involving an original a vowel the
one ending for all masculine nouns (-u) following Proto-Coptic reconstructions
and one for all feminine nouns (-wat), ex- are immediately suggested: (the circumflex indicates long and accented vowels)
cluding certain "collective" types.
c) Development of penultimate stress
Proto-Coptic
Coptic
for all masculine plural nouns except
oi ai ai]56
-ay
[oi
those with long penultimas.
-ay
[oi oi oi oi]
d) Complete loss of post-tonic short
-aw
[ow ow aw aw]
vowels in open syllables and the shorten6wi uye awi]
-aWWa57
[owe
ing of long vowels in accented syllables
-aw
ow
ow ow]
[aw
closed by this change.
o
o
-a
a]
[o
e) Loss of final vowels when un-a
[o 6 a 6]
stressed.
f) Loss of final -t of the feminine ending In an analogous manner the Proto-Coptic
(and elsewhere by analogy) and of final forms for the nisbes A and B may be
w and y after unstressed vowels.55
posited:
g) Lengthening of short vowels in
Proto-Coptic
Coptic
open accented syllables (tonic lengthenA
-e
Nisbe
e
e
e]
[e
ing). Concurrent with the above quantita-ew
ew
ew ew]
[ew
tive changes were changes in quality,
-e
e
e
[e
e]
which may be diagramed as follows for
-X
[ we/ewe ewi
accented vowels:
ewe awi]
Paleo-Coptic (d)
(g) Proto-Coptic Nisbe B
-Y
[ai ei i ei]
-ew
w e w]
a
a
a
[e ew
-e
[ee e ]
a
a
-ewa
[ewe ewi ewe
ewi]
u
e3
e3
U

e3

e3
e2

i

el, 2

1i

1i

e2

el, 2

i

Note in particular that the qualitative
change of i to el,2 preceded lengthening in

The PC forms designated as X and Y require special consideration; neither compares exactly with any previously as65 On the rather complicated conditions regarding
final unaccented vowels in Coptic see the convincing
discussion of Edel, MIO, II, 40-43.
56I have taken the liberty of transliterating the
Coptic in order to show the correspondences more
clearly; the transliteration is strictly on the basis of
the orthography and is not interpretive.
57 The final 9 represents the vowel referred to in
n. 55.

THE BIVALENCE OF COPTIC "ETA"

signed set. Since there is a distinct possibility that the Coptic vowels e, ", and
XA may represent important quantitative
differences rather than qualitative-a
problem we must set aside at present-a
PC -ey for Y and PC -ewwo for X would
appear most appropriate. The reader will
note that we have omitted subscripts
from the e's of the PC forms since these
subscripts presuppose knowledge of the
vowels' antecedents. Although a determination of these antecedents must remain
highly conjectural, a comparison with
Semitic at this point is suggestive.
The existence of two distinct (i.e.
phonologically) accented nisbe suffixes58is
substantiated by the evidence presented
above. We have no difficulty in associating these with the well-known and wellrepresented suffixes -zy and -dy of Semitic,
but to determine which is which is not so
readily done. No matter which identity is
chosen, the problem of an umlaut -ay >
-ay arises which cannot be resolved with
the material treated here. I therefore offer
tentatively the hypothesis that PaleoCoptic a in certain environments (notably
when immediately followed by y) was
raised to d, and that this change took
place before g) above, with the result that
lengthening forms of el, 2 merged with this
vowel which results, consequently, in
PC 1,2.Proof of this hypothesis by way of
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demonstration rests mainly on a study of
morphological types, especially of certain
verbal forms, which the writer defers to a
later paper. Provisionally, however, I suggest that Nisbe A corresponds to ProtoEgyptian -zy, -yzZ, -zyat, -zywat and that
Nisbe B refers to Proto-Egyptian -ay,
-ayu, -dyat, -dywat.
A Semitic analogue of the unaccented
nisbe suffix which appears as zero in
Coptic is less obvious. We are again confronted by two alternatives: (1) the suffix
-vy may be identified with Semitic -ay, a
certain, but poorly understood derivative
suffix attested in Ethiopic (-e), Arabic,
Syriac, and possibly Hebrew;59(2) in view
of the fact that all of the survivors of the
unaccented nisbe in Coptic are of base
types *CvCvC-(or similarly) and *CvCC-,
it is possible that the suffix -vy is an allomorphic variant of either nisbe A or B
conditioned by the loss of accent, which
remains on the base. A striking parallel to
such an anomalous accentual situation is
found in Arabic.60
58 Throughout this paper I speak of these derivative suffixes as "nisbe" or relational; it is obvious that
their morphological function as nominal, adjectival, or
participial affixes is not cogent to this study.
69 Cf. provisionally P. de Lagarde, Ubersicht iiber
die . . .iibliche
Bildung der Nomina (Gottingen,
1889), pp. 189-93.
60Cf. C. Brockelmann, Grundriss, I, Section 220.
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